
Ted Reeve Thunder Player and Parent Code of Conduct 
 
 
Player Code of Conduct: 
 
Players shall: 
 

a) Represent their team with dignity at all times. 

b) Always play to the best of their ability within the spirit of true sportsmanship by: 

* showing respect for the rules of the game, the game officials and their decisions, and 

their opponents. 

* using their best efforts to maintain composure while on the ice, and 

* refraining from inappropriate comments or gestures, whether on the ice or off the ice. 

c) Demonstrate respect for their teammates and treat them fairly and equally. 

d) Demonstrate respect for their coaches and other Team Officials. 

e) Make their commitment to the Team, its programs and its goals a major priority. 

f) Attend all games and other events prescribed by the team in accordance with the rules 

established by the Association and Head Coach. 

g) Where equipment is provided by the Club or Team, use only such equipment and ensure 

that it (including sweaters and socks) is maintained in proper state of repair and not 

altered in any manner. 

h) Abide by the Team dress code at all reasonable times which includes wearing  

game socks and jerseys only during games and not at practices. 

i) Refrain from using alcohol and prohibited drugs. 

 

Parent Code of Conduct: 
 

a) All parents and guardians shall adhere to the Club’s policies and procedures. 

b) Parents and guardians have an obligation to remain positive and show respect towards 

Club Officials, Team Officials and all players at all times. Failure to do so may result in your 

son/daughters’ removal from the team. 

c) Any disagreement will be dealt with as per Club and GTHL policies and procedures. 

d) Any parent in the opinion of the Club who is found to have acted in such a manner that 
sheds a negative light on the organization may have his/her son/daughter suspended 
from the team for a length to be determined by the Club. 

 

The foregoing list of obligations is not exhaustive and may be supplemented by the Club or the 

Team from time to time upon giving the player and his/her parent/guardian reasonable notice. 

 


